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Common Traits of Organisations Getting it Right

 Great data with before and after comparisons showing savings achieved (£ and emissions)

 Well controlled equipment, including handover when employees leave

 Senior management fully bought in, knowledgeable (even sometimes evangelical) and willing to help 

overcome barriers if they arise (+ budget)

 Clear policy and action plan in place with SMART targets that are regularly reviewed

 Action plan focuses on a few actions at a time to avoid getting bogged down

 Green Team with reps from all areas including communications. Training is encouraged and funded

 Employees empowered to make changes. Staff time is allocated for sustainability initiatives

 Supply chain engagement not widespread, except for buying local. A few now asking for 

environmental data from suppliers if they have Net Zero or Carbon Neutral targets

 Strong internal and external comms on achievements – no greenwash. Sometimes no comms. Humble
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Sustainable Procurement

 How businesses and organisations choose to spend their money can have a large positive impact 

on climate change

 Likewise, businesses are more likely to take action if it allows them to access more customers

 Public Sector – some focus on sustainability in larger contracts £100k+. Under £25k no 

requirements apart from ‘best value’

 Reticence amongst businesses to ask suppliers about sustainability action, seen as onerous

 Many businesses are doing great sustainability but not calling it that or talking about it, so smart 

sustainable procurement can help draw out those actions in ways that would not happen 

otherwise and could lead them to other new customers who are asking the same questions

 Any requirements on suppliers need to be authentic and followed up

 Community Wealth Building – keeping money spent by large organisations in the local economy
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